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A NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN FOR BLOXHAM
1.

Foreword

The Localism Act introduced Neighbourhood Planning into the hierarchy of spatial planning
in England, giving communities the right to shape their future development at a local level.
Bloxham Parish Council made a decision to embrace this right and produce a plan to reflect
community wide comments. We seek to build upon recent unplanned development in a
manner that respects our rural heritage and which is measured, timely and sustainable. It
will retain our unique sense of place whilst offering an environment attractive to all
residents both present and future.
Our Neighbourhood Plan provides residents of Bloxham the opportunity to work alongside
landowners/developers to shape a future that retains what is our distinctive about our
community with: housing matched to need, access to: local jobs, appropriate infrastructure,
schools, recreational facilities and open spaces. It will enable residents to ensure that
Bloxham retains its village feel and green surroundings offering an attractive, enjoyable, and
healthy place to live, work and play.
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Our Bloxham

The Bloxham Neighbourhood Plan is about the area enclosed within the Parish Boundaries.

2.1 The Parish

2.2 Location and type
The map reference is 52.0184982 -1.3755647
The map above makes clear the rural setting which the 2007 the Dept. of Transport ‘Manual
for Streets’ clearly categorise as “low density rural”

2.2 Appearance
The heart of the parish, with its medieval ironstone buildings and magnificent church, has
much in common with Chipping Norton and the Cotswolds some 9 miles (14km) to the
south. The general area is classified by Cherwell DC as an area ‘of high landscape value.’
More recent developments exhibit a wide variety of styles and a recurring theme of this plan
is the protection of the village from cumulative urbanisation that fails to respect our rural
Cotswold-edge heritage.

2.3 Connectivity
Within the village
Although the furthest separated parts of the village are only about 1.5 mile apart the many
narrow streets and narrow medieval pavements coupled with high levels of HGV traffic lead
to extensive car use even within the village.
The lack of good connectivity from recent and recently permitted developments and limited
public transport, will further add to the high dependency on private transport.
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To Banbury
The nearest urban centre is Banbury 4 miles (7km) to the north along the A361.
Unfortunately the narrowness of this road and the high proportion of HGVs make it
unconducive to cycling and at busier times congestion can make for surprisingly long journey
times especially from the south of the village or locations that entail crossing the A361. Bus
services range from adequate to non-existent depending upon time or day.
To Chipping Norton
Ten miles to the south along the A361 lies Chipping Norton. The A361 is a designated lorry
route which can lead to problems at South Newington where many HGVs struggle to fit
around the bends of the narrow village road. The bus service is of variable frequency.
Further destinations
Frequent employment destinations beyond Banbury include Oxford, Stratford, Coventry,
Birmingham and London.

2.3 Historical Context
Bloxham is a village steeped in history. Incomplete excavations in
1929-35 opposite the current primary school unearthed evidence
of a Romano-British settlement. The village name, however, is
derived from the 6th century Anglo-Saxon “Blocces Ham” (the
home of the Bloccs). By 1316 the name had evolved to Bloxham.
The dominant building, situated in the older ironstone part of the
village, is St Mary’s Church rated by Pevsner as one of the top 100
churches in the country. The site dates back to Saxon times and is
mentioned in a charter of 1067 but the present church building
dates to the 12C. In addition to its 198 foot (60m) steeple it
contains important and unique art, carvings and windows all by
renowned craftsmen including a 15C screen said to have been a
gift from Cardinal Wolsey. The splendour of the church is largely a consequence of Bloxham
being a royal manor which received the patronage of nobles. This was augmented by wealth
derived from the wool trade.
Since earliest times the village was based upon
agriculture. Corn grew well and the good grasslands and
plentiful water supply allowed successful sheep rearing
contributing to the above mentioned prosperity. Even
in the 1950s there were still 13 working farms employing
much of a largely self-sustaining village population.
Anyone over 20 will recall traffic grinding to a halt as
geese crossed the road back to their farm in the heart of
the village itself.
The winding medieval streets and alleyways are still
apparent in the conservation area of village where many
of the 45 listed buildings can be found. Most are built of
ironstone quarried within the village and many have their
origins in the 16th and 17C when the wool trade was at its
peak. Weaving became, quite literally, a cottage industry
in Bloxham in houses that still exist and are shown
alongside.
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The development of industry in Banbury in the mid-19th
century, the opening of now defunct railway and
improvements to the roads increasingly allowed people to
work away from the village. Nonetheless to this day Bloxham
retains a strong affinity to its heritage and its rural roots.
The village museum and the church receive a regular flow of
visitors both UK and international seeking to explore this
heritage.

2.4. The Character of the Village
General
Bloxham remains a Cotswold-edge village with a large
medieval conservation area, one of the finest churches in the
country and many attractive landscape views both from the
major gateways and within the village itself. Despite on-going
expansion it has retained the essence of a cohesive
community with a ‘rural sense of place’, the conservation of
which features highly in this plan.

The start of village expansion
Bloxham had little growth until the late 19th to early
20th century other than some building along the main
road.
Around 1940 came development of The Avenue
followed in the 1960s through to the 1980s with the
Chipperfield Park, Brookside (shown alongside),
Winters Way and Bloxham Park estates.
Although of more modern designs the judicious use of
space, trees and materials mostly managed to avoid
creating a hard urban feel to these developments.
Accelerating village development
Post-2000 has seen increased developer activity mostly at
the southern end of the village. More recently the ‘window
of opportunity’ offered by the NPPF’s ‘presumption in
favour of developmen’t has seen unplanned activity by
developers who have gained permissions for a large
number of dwellings within the parish in the run-up to submission of this plan. We are keen
that future development strives to achieve harmony with traditional settings and leans
towards creation of “soft, rural” environments offering good connectivity with other areas
of the village.
Future village development – localism at work
The village has historically been positively disposed to appropriate development but the
recent imposition of a further three large estates some of which are perceived as showing
insufficient respect for the rural sense of place, cultural heritage or village infrastructure has
been something that many have struggled to reconcile with the official localism agenda.
5
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It is hoped that the implementation of this plan will restore faith by better matching speed
and nature of development to the hopes and aspirations of village residents.

3.

Our voice

The Plan, which covers the period to 2031, builds upon the Parish Plan and has been
prepared by the accountable body – Bloxham Parish Council. They have been assisted by the
Bloxham Neighbourhood Development Plan Group (BNDPG), comprising volunteers drawn
from the residents of the Parish.
It is based upon extensive research and robust engagement with the local community and
we trust decision makers will give weight to this in any further development planning
decisions in the run up to the referendum.

3.1 The consultation process
This plan has been the subject of extensive consultation. Broadly this was done via four
types of activity:
1. Meetings open to all stakeholders
2. Meetings of working groups and steering group.
3. Questionnaires
4. Via local media especially the village magazine and websites.
These are outlined in a little more detail below.
Meetings open to all
These events are set out in the N.P. Consultation document and range from formal meetings
through to an informal presence at events such as BloxFest or Parish Council’ drop-ins’.
According to the events stakeholder’s views were gathered with varying degrees of formality
but meetings almost always elicited comments about the issues set out in section 3.2
Working groups and steering group
The steering group set the agenda for working groups and monitored the progress of the
plan.
There were three working groups:
i. Housing and landscape
ii. Infrastructure and business
iii. Recreation and leisure
Each group produced extensive fully referenced reports which provide the main factual
evidence base for our plan-making. They identify issues and to varying extents make
recommendations all of which were considered by the steering group. You can access these
from the Bloxham Neighbourhood Plan website.
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Questionnaires
These offer the hard-edged evidence of resident engagement.
We draw upon the findings of four separate questionnaires:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

NP Main Questionnaire
NP Business Questionnaire
NP Young person’s Questionnaire
Parish Plan Questionnaire

Mar 2014
Jan
2014
Jan 2014
July 2010

601 respondents
76 respondents
57 respondents
909 respondents

Statistical analysis of the NP Main Questionnaire indicates we can have a
high degree of confidence in its findings.
A number of additional small-scale questionnaires were used at ‘drop-in’
events and these too showed a high degree of consistency with the main
questionnaire.
Media
The web –
 A special website, Bloxham Neighbourhood Plan, was set up
(http://bloxhamneighbourhoodplan.co.uk/) to provide access to
shared documents. Total usage exceeds 12,000 page-loads.
 Updates were also regularly posted on the Bloxham Broadsheet
website (http://bloxham.info/broadsheet/) which gets 3000
page-loads per month.
Paper-based –
 Updates were posted in the paper edition of the Bloxham Broadsheet which is read
by 95% of all Bloxham households.
 Additionally information was included in the village section of the Banbury Guardian.

3.2 Issues and Challenges
Key issues emerging from the above voices are the need to:
i. Deliver the homes needed whilst retaining village character, cohesiveness and
sustainability.
ii. Preserve green buffers between Bloxham and neighbouring communities and
protect key landscapes.
iii. Avoid creeping urbanisation.
iv. Provide dwellings attractive to empty-nesters and also dwellings for local young
people who want to buy not just rent (shared equity housing.)
v. Consider the needs of the increasing numbers of older residents with reduced
mobility.
vi. Avoid exacerbating traffic congestion by more effective off-street parking and safe
cycle and walking routes.
vii. Create low-carbon developments that are minimally impacted by climate change.
viii. Encourage home-working and micro and small businesses that avoid additional
traffic problems and do not require large industrial style buildings.
ix. Should a need for additional retail provision arise during the course of this plan then
sites away from existing traffic hot-spots may be preferred.
x. Protect valued green areas and consider the land implications of the emerging
village recreation policy.
xi. Strive to ensure additional development is matched by a proportionate
improvement in our currently creaking infrastructure.
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xii. Existing large-scale housing permissions mean that in the early years of this plan
numerous families will be unable to gain places at the village primary school despite
an overwhelming preference so to do. This problem should become less acute for
Bloxham as existing year groups move through the school but there will be a
reduction in the number of places available to children from satellite villages.

4.

A vision for Bloxham

4.1 The Vision
Bloxham will appeal to people at all stages of their lives as a great place to live, work and
visit. It will be a village that strives to maintain and improve a high quality of social,
economic and environmental well-being by meeting the challenges of the future whilst
properly respecting our historic rural past.
During the period of the neighbourhood plan to 2031 the Parish Council will seek to ensure
that Bloxham:
 Remains a distinct vibrant community, physically separate from both Banbury and
neighbouring villages.
 Properly contributes towards provision of additional dwellings to meet local housing
need in a measured and timely way and protects and respects our rich rural heritage
whilst meeting the reasonable expectations and aspirations of both existing and
future residents.
 Responds to the changing demographic profile by requiring new homes that are
easily adapted to needs across the whole age range.
 Reduces the potential impact of climate change by requiring more sustainable
homes and favouring locations with good low-carbon-connectivity and low flood
risk.
 Encourages ongoing start-up and growth of the many low-visibility micro and small
businesses operating within and from the village.
 Monitors and responds to how the configuration of retail premises is affecting traffic
congestion.
 Works with Oxfordshire County Council to improve access to community services,
community green areas and leisure and recreation facilities
 Values and protects important areas of local green space
 Works with district and county councils to address challenges such as highways, and
flooding and the emerging shortage of primary-school places within the village.
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Themes and Objectives

5.1 Themes
Three broad themes (super-objectives!) emerge from issues and challenges:
1. Deliver the houses the village needs.
2. Promote economic vitality
3. Ensure a safe, healthy, cohesive community

5.2 Objectives
Theme
1. Delivering the houses the village
needs and wants.

Objective
1A. Meet the housing needs of the village
1B. Build homes that respect both our rural
heritage and landscape
1C. Build homes that show regard for the amenity
of pre-existing properties
1D. Build homes that better meet the needs of
residents seeking to downsize
1E. Build homes that cater for the projected
increase in the number of residents with mobility
issues
1F. Build homes that adapt to and mitigate the
effects of climate change
1G. Build homes where they are less likely to
exacerbate traffic congestion

2. Promoting economic vitality

2A. Encourage homes that facilitate homeworking
2B. Encourage buildings and services that cater
for the start-up and expansion of micro and small
businesses
2C. Encourage provision and take-up of superfast
broadband and improved mobile networks
2D. Safeguard land in employment use
2E. Address any emerging need for additional
retail provision in High Street and Church St in a
manner that will minimise additional parking and
traffic congestion problems and not detract from
the historic and rural nature of our village

3. Ensure a safe, healthy cohesive
community

3A. Encourage safe low-carbon travel
3B. Provide a better range of recreational facilities
and activities
3C. Protect important green spaces
3D. Secure primary school capacity which
provides a place within the village for all children
from Bloxham and our satellite neighbours
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Our policies

Theme

Housing

Policy

Objectives
met

HN Housing need
Provision shall be made for a further 20 dwellings to be provided
through infill, conversions and minor developments of 10 or less
dwellings.
The majority of this provision shall be completed after 2025

1A

Contextual information
-

1279 dwellings – 2011 census
225 dwellings - currently extant permissions
30 dwellings - current application
20 dwellings – proposed this plan
= Minimum of 20% growth 2011 -- 2031
= Almost 40% growth 2005 -2031
= 245 dwellings during the plan period
The school is not appropriate for expansion
(see OCC response to CDC Local Plan) and
throughout the next 6 years at least (whilst
changed catchments take effect) will cease
being able to offer a place to all children
from the village.

-

Questionnaire 98% in favour of preserving or
enhancing the rural character.

-

There is strong concern not to permit the
use of ‘lowest-common-denominator’
precedents as an excuse for step-by-step
urbanisation of the village.

-

Questionnaire 98% in favour of this.

Note - All subsequent policies are based upon the assumption this
one is being complied with.
Housing

Housing development
HR Rural Heritage and landscape
Housing development shall be encouraged to respect the local
character and the historic and natural assets of the area. Both design
and materials should be chosen to preserve and enhance our rural
heritage, landscape and sense of place in the following ways:
a.

Make a positive contribution to the character of Bloxham
and its rural feel.

b. Is in keeping with the scale form, separation and character
of neighbouring properties and contributes positively to the
character of the village in general.

10
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c. Provide transitions between dwellings and the road that
complement the more rural rather than urban of
neighbouring properties in respect of gardens, hedgerows,
trees and soft-boundary materials.

1B

-

i.e. Where a new development is adjacent to
one site of rural character and another of
more urban character the new one should
lean more towards the rural.

d. Avoid development of gardens and retain generous
allocations of open green space within the built-up area.

1B

-

Questionnaire 96% in favour of this.
Accords with CDC Policies that recognise
retaining spaces in the built environment is
an important aspect of rural character.
Fits with DoT 2007 categorisation as lowdensity rural.
Will not permit inappropriate garden-infill.

e. Use smart, energy efficient lighting that conveys a rural feel
and avoid light pollution - especially towards the village
periphery.

f.

Avoid significant adverse effect upon the amenity of
residents in the area, including sunlight, privacy, air quality,
noise, light pollution or use of non-complementary
materials.

1B

1C

-

CPRE documents recognise lighting can be
intrusive in a rural setting

-

ILE documents recommend different levels
for urban, semi-rural and rural settings.

-

Questionnaire 93% in favour of avoiding
unnecessary light pollution.

-

Questionnaire has 90%+ support for this.

All development proposals shall demonstrate how they have addressed these requirements both in the details provided with a planning
application and through pre-application consultation.
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1

a. Support provision of the allocated percentage of affordable
homes and ensure that these are subject to an S106 legal
agreement or a planning condition to remain an affordable
dwelling that gives preference to local people with a strong
connection to the Parish in perpetuity,

b. Encourage high-quality, non-estate houses and bungalows
sufficiently attractive to meet the needs of households
wishing to downsize.

c. Require new housing to offer adequate car-parking within
the curtilage of the property and to meet the Lifetime
Homes criteria (or its successor) with regard to width and
access to the home.
Parking courts are not an acceptable alternative.

1D

1D

-

Recent rapid expansion seems to have
satiated village demand for ‘affordable
rented’ homes. I.e. There has been little uptake of recent affordable rented homes by
people with a village connection.

-

Whilst the housing needs sections of the
questionnaire showed little demand for
affordable rented homes there was slightly
more for shared equity housing.

-

Many “empty nester” households may be
seeking to downsize during the period of this
plan but will not consider doing so to offthe-peg, high-density housing estates.

-

In the questionnaire >75% of potential
downsizers set out criteria that recently
permitted dwellings seem unlikely to fulfil.

-

Levels of car ownership / usage are very high
and likely to increase with an ageing
population as village connectivity does not
safely accommodate mobility scooters.

-
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Parking courts are:
o mostly not liked by residents;
o not recommended by the police;
o lead to parking on streets that were
never designed for this so adding to
congestion.
89% of residents want on-site parking.
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1E

-

To cater for the projected increasing
numbers of mobility impaired residents.

-

If the proposed Building Regulations
optional “Access and use of Buildings”
comes into force we would suggest openmarket homes might consist of:
o
o
o

HC - Climate Change Mitigation
Housing that better mitigates the likely impact of climate change
shall be encouraged.
Specifically:
a. Areas subject to either fluvial or run-off flooding shall be
avoided whilst less vulnerable alternatives are available.
b. Developments of all sizes should be subject to sitespecific flood risk assessment and adopt the principles of
sustainable drainage wherever appropriate.

13

50% “Visitable Buildings”
30% “Accessible and adaptable
Buildings”
20% “Wheelchair user dwellings”

-

There is 80%+ questionnaire support for
Lifetime Homes criteria being met.

-

The NPPF recommends a sequential
approach - locating development in areas at
lower flood risk.

-

Over 30% of residents report having suffered
surface-water or foul-water drainage
problems in the last 5 years.

-

Bloxham is prone to flooding appears on FRA
maps as a flood hot-spot.

-

The BGS classifies Bloxham as impermeable
clay. Run-off flooding is as big an issue as
fluvial flooding. (See Appendix 3.)

-

We strongly advocate consideration of SuDS
even for minor developments.

1F
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use designs that demonstrate flooding of property will
not occur in the event of temporary local drainage
system failure.

d. Housing shall be designed for a maximum of 110 litres
/person/day water usage in line with the Code for
Sustainable Homes Level 3 or its successor.
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1F

-

There is increasing use of electrically
pumped drainage systems.

-

77% of residents report a non-resilient
power supply and data confirms this.

-

23% of residents report drainage issues.

-

Frequent power failures remain an on-going
and unsolved issue.

-

Cherwell is an area of water stress.

-

Low pressure (45%) and loss of supply (52%)
are issues for Bloxham residents.

-

If the proposed Building Regs. optional
water efficiency consultation document is
approved this option might be considered an
appropriate successor.

e. For all sizes of development housing shall be in
accordance with design principles whereby low on-site
CO2 dwelling emission rates are achieved in line with
Code for Sustainable Homes Level 4 or its successor

1F

-

95% of residents support energy efficient in
line with the code for sustainable homes.

HT - Traffic Containment
Development that can demonstrate its location and design will not
significantly exacerbate traffic congestion at the village centre or
other traffic hot-spots (see map – Appendix 1) shall be encouraged.

1G

-

Inspector led hearings concluded the miniroundabout is not fit for purpose but no
improvement is scheduled.
The areas outside primary and secondary
schools are chaotic at pick-up times.
The High St suffers major congestion.
97% of residents support this policy.

-
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ELW - Live-Work Accommodation
a. Proposals for new live-work development that combines
living and small-scale employment space will be encouraged
within the built up area, provided they:
- do not harm local residential amenity
- do not exacerbate traffic or parking impacts; and
- do not exacerbate flood risk.
b. All new live-work development shall provide for suitable
ducting to enable more than one service provider to provide
a fibre connection to individual properties from connection
chambers located on the public highway, or some
alternative connection point available to different service
providers.
EBA - Business Accommodation
Proposals to develop B1 business uses of less than 150 square
metres through new build, conversion or splitting up existing
employment space shall be supported, provided they:
- do not lead to the loss of A1 shops or of community
facilities;
- do not harm local residential amenity;
- do not exacerbate traffic or parking impacts; and
- do not exacerbate flood risk.
EEL - Employment land - safeguarding
Land that currently contributes to employment shall be retained for
employment use unless it can be convincingly demonstrated the use
of the site solely for employment is no longer viable.

15
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-

2A / C

-

2B

-

2D

-

In the business questionnaire 70% were
supportive of home-working and only 3%
against.
In the main questionnaire 56% thought all
new homes should have a room readily
adaptable to be an office.

64% express dissatisfaction with broadband.
94% of businesses say the internet is
important to them
74% of businesses say internet speed and
reliability is a problem.
Oxon superfast broadband should see rollout by late 2015.
150m2 is not much larger than the average
UK 4 bedroom house ( typically > 100sqm)
and so 150sqm represents a measured
policy.
In the questionnaire creative / artistic
businesses and IT and business consultancy /
services receive widespread support.

Bloxham has few areas of land that generate
employment.
We seek to protect what employment land
does exist to avoid reduced sustainability.

Bloxham Neighbourhood Plan
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Applications for additional or expanded retail facilities in the High
Street and Church Street will be supported only if accompanied by
measures to minimise the impact of additional on-street parking.

EDC - Digital Communication
Proposals which seek the expansion of electronic communication
networks along with improvements to connectivity will be
supported specifically where:
a. the applicant has fully explored the opportunities to
erect apparatus on existing buildings, masts or other
structures
b. the numbers of radio and telecommunications masts
are kept to a minimum consistent with the efficient
operation of the network; and
c. where they have been sited and designed to
minimise the impacts on local character.
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-

2C

-

-

-

Lack of parking in the village High Street acts
as a deterrent to local shopping.
Land fronting the High St shops is owned by
the shops.
If an ageing population is accompanied by
development at the village periphery then
walkability to the High Street will fall and
parking issues may get even worse to the
point where minor retail provision off the
A361 will need to be considered.
We have mapped mobile coverage and it
varies across the village being especially
variable or poor to the west of the A361.
For residents it is second only to broadband
as the utility they would most like to see
improved.
For businesses 77% say poor mobile
coverage affects their business.

Bloxham Neighbourhood Plan
Community
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CT - Provision for safe low-carbon travel
All new development proposals shall be required to promote and
improve new and existing networks of pedestrian paths and cycle
routes by:
a. Designing an environment that improves linkages between
residential areas and services and facilities within the village

Version 5.00
3A

-

-

-

b. Scheduling development after 2025 to reduce the likelihood
of primary aged pupils having to travel to schools outside of
the village

-

-

c. Protecting and wherever possible extending public rights of
way and where feasible taking opportunities to improve the
footpath connectivity of the village as a whole.

-

-
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Bloxham has very high rates of car travel to
work, school, and entertainment.
Safe cycle routes to the schools and beyond
are not available from much of the village.
(See Crash-map Appendix 2)
Enabling non-car travel is important to
community health and to pre-empt further
traffic congestion.
84% think new homes should be sited in
areas offering safer pedestrian and cycle
access to village services.
97% of residents think new homes should be
sited to avoid additional traffic impacts.
Existing unplanned permissions mean there
will be a period of –at least 6 years when
primary school capacity will be overstretched.
The NPPF emphasises respect for parental
choice.
91% of residents think pupils should be able
to safely walk / cycle to school
96% think the rate of growth should not
out-pace the capacity of village primary
school provision
98% of residents think it important to
preserve rights of way.
Young people rate ready access to the
countryside high in the list of things they like
best about Bloxham.
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CR - Recreational facilities
New developments will be required to make a proportionate
contribution towards the cost of additional pitch spaces within the
village.

3B

-

a. We will support moves by the Warriner School to create an
all-weather pitch along Grove Road for joint use by the
school and the community provided steps are taken to
ensure it does not unreasonably impinge upon the amenity
of nearby residents in terms of noise or light pollution.

3B

-

b. We will support the Jubilee Hall Trustees in the upgrading
and moderate expansion of the Village Hall.

3B

-

-

Calculations show existing unplanned
permissions will take Bloxham from having
an adequate supply of pitches to a
significant deficit
Given the shortage of land for recreation
joint-use agreements seem a sensible way
forward.

The growth of the village means we no
longer have a village hall capable of
accommodating the type or size activities
that residents should expect.
Only 1 in 5 residents think Bloxham could
support an additional venue.

CS Local Green Space
3C
The land shown in the proposals map is designated as Local Green
Space where development shall only be permitted in very special
circumstances.
1. Jubilee Park
2. The Recreation Ground
3. The Red Lion Gardens
4. The Bloxham School Cricket Ground
5. The Bloxham School Rugby Ground.
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-

These are all areas that are vitally important
to the village community and for which no
credible replacements exist. (See Green
Space map – Appendix 4)

-

The two Bloxham School areas are critical
elements of the village. The first is amongst
the most recognisable features of the village
whilst the second offers rural views of Hobb
Hill from within the very heart of the village.
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Bloxham projects

7.1 What are projects?
These are proposals that arose during the creation of the plan that residents or businesses
felt very strongly about but which cannot be part of the planning process or are subject to
decision-making either by private organisations or at district or county council rather than
parish level. We include them in this document primarily as a checklist and as a focus for
future use of resources generated by developer funding as a result of development taking
place in the Plan area. They do not form part of the examinable content of the plan.

7.2 The projects:
Oxfordshire C.C. and Cherwell D.C.
We will highlight the following to Oxfordshire C.C. and Cherwell D.C.
 Hard data show the primary school is most unlikely to be able to accommodate all
village children given permissions for dwellings already granted but not yet built.
This situation will certainly prevail through the early years of this plan during which
time the mere existence of a school should NOT be regarded as contributing to
sustainability criteria as it still does in the CDC CRAITLUS update. We seek that CDC
take proper account of this.
 Bloxham is wrongly classified as urban by Oxfordshire C.C. with regard to parking
standards for new developments. In fact, unlike urban areas public transport in
Bloxham is lower and car ownership consequently higher than average. We seek
that Oxfordshire C.C. apply the same rural classification to Bloxham as does the
Dept. for Transport and DCLG in its manual for streets.
 A recent inspectors report stated it had granted housing permissions on the basis
that OCC had said there was a solution for the issues relating to the Bloxham miniroundabout. We seek that Oxfordshire C.C. provide an update as to the nature of
this solution and the schedule for its implementation.
We will highlight to Cherwell D.C. that as a village we will:
 have more demand for shared equity housing than social rented housing and seek
that CDC consider the scope for some small variation in their policy on the mix of
these;
 seek developer funding for recreation be focused more upon upgrading wholevillage areas rather than creating highly equipped play areas on each new
development;
 seek that developer funding for sport should be prioritised to remedy the clear
deficit of pitches in Bloxham before considering provision elsewhere in Cherwell;
 if appropriate consider seeking developer contributions towards a proper cycle-path
towards Banbury;
 encourage CDC to provide an update as to what support they are able to offer
regarding the village submission (in July 2014) to gain ‘designated heritage status’
for the Red Lion Gardens: an area of that has long provided villagers with what
equates to a replacement village green.
Mobile Phone coverage improvements
This was high on the list of infrastructure improvements both residents and businesses
sought.
Detailed surveys show a poor level of coverage is experienced in most parts of Bloxham.
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Demanding improvement is not within the gift of the Parish Council but we will
actively seek to engage with mobile service providers to improve coverage.

Superfast Broadband
Again we cannot insist upon improvements but neither residents nor businesses are
impressed with the current level of service.
 We will fully co-operate with the Oxon Broadband Project to make the introduction
of superfast broadband a success that covers the whole built-up area of Bloxham.
Recreation Facilities
Many of the spaces suitable for recreation in Bloxham are privately owned by the schools
and the two main public recreation areas are run by Trusts although largely funded by the
Parish Council.
Given the lack of any obvious additional land for recreation it follows improvements will
entail working closely with these schools and Trusts.
 We will encourage joint-use recreation agreements with village schools.
 We will work with Trustees of the two main recreation grounds to ensure these
areas are properly protected for on-going village recreation activities.

8.

Monitoring and delivery
1. This plan will be owned by Bloxham Parish Council
2. Members of the P.C. Planning Committee will receive training upon the need for all
planning applications to be consistent with the policies contained within this plan.
3. A report upon the progress and impact of the plan will be a required item upon the
agenda of the Parish Council Annual Meeting for the Parish. This will include:
 Number of dwellings completed during the plan period
 The extent to which new developments complied with Policies and projects
herein.

9.

Appendix

9.1 The Evidence Base
National Planning Policy Framework
The plan has been created within the NPPF which is readily available1
Cherwell Local Plan documentation
The plan draws heavily upon the evidence base for the Cherwell Local Plan.i
Both the Plan itself and the evidence base upon which it is based can be found on the
Cherwell District Council website.2
Oxfordshire County Council documents
Policies pertaining to Education, Highways and flooding draw heavily upon documents from
Oxfordshire County Council.3

1

NPPF
CDC Evidence base
3
OCC Website
2
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The Census 2011
Much of the demographic data emanates from the 2011 census which is readily available
online.4
Oxfordshire Rural Community Council documents
Some statistical information about the village derives from the ORCC Rural community
profile for Bloxham. 5
ORCC also carried out the production, analysis and reporting of the main questionnaire and
housing needs survey.
Working Group Reports
These contain the written outcomes of the three working groups.
Each report seeks to document and summarise the group findings. They are extensively
referenced referring to over 300 additional sources of information most of which are
available online.6
They represent the main bank of factual information upon which this plan is based.
The Consultation Events Report
This summarises the opportunities that stakeholders have had for face-to-face engagement
with the neighbourhood Planning Process.
Additionally the Neighbourhood Plan Coordinator has been present at the vast majority of
Parish Council Meetings at which residents are able to raise matters of interest or concern.
Questionnaire Reports
The Plan draws heavily upon the ORCC main questionnaire already mentioned.
It is also informed by the data collected for 2010 Parish Plan and by two recent online
questionnaires one directed at businesses and the other at young people. A composite
report is available from the Bloxham Neighbourhood Plan site.

4

Census 2011
ORCC Community Place profile - Bloxham
6
Bloxham Working Group Reports and consultation report
5
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1. Bloxham Traffic Hot-spots
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2. Crashmap data for the A361
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3. Environment Agency Flood Map – surface water
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4. Proposed Green Spaces
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